In this paper, a deterministic algorithm for dynamically embedding binary trees into hypercubes is presented. Because of a known lower bound, any such algorithm must use either randomization or migration, i.e., remapping of tree vertices, to obtain an embedding of trees into hypercubes with small dilation, load, and expansion simultaneously. Using migration of previously mapped tree vertices, the presented algorithm constructs a dynamic embedding which achieves dilation of at most 9, unit load, nearly optimal expansion, and constant edge-and node-congestion. This is the rst dynamic embedding that achieves these bounds simultaneously. Moreover, the embedding can be computed e ciently on the hypercube itself. The amortized time for each spawning step is bounded by O(log 2 (L)), if in each step at most L new leaves are spawned. From this construction, a dynamic embedding of large binary trees into hypercubes is derived which achieves dilation of at most 6 and nearly optimal load. Similarly, this embedding can be constructed with nearly optimal load on the hypercube itself in amortized time O( log 2 (L= )) per spawning step, if in each step at most L new leaves are added.
Introduction
Hypercubes are a very popular model for parallel computation because of their regularity and their relatively small number of interprocessor connections. Another important property of an interconnection network is its ability to simulate e ciently the communication of parallel algorithms. Thus, it is desirable to nd suitable embeddings of graphs representing the communication structure of parallel algorithms into hypercubes representing the interconnection network of a parallel computer. Embeddings of graphs with a regular structure, like rings, (multidimensional) grids, complete trees, binomial trees, pyramids, X-trees, meshes of trees and so on, have been investigated by numerous researchers, see, e.g., 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 25, 27, 28, 29] . In general, the communication structure of a parallel algorithm can be very irregular. Embeddings of such irregular graphs, like binary trees, caterpillars, graphs with bounded treewidth, have also been studied in, e.g., 2, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 23] . For arbitrary binary trees, one-to-one embeddings into their optimal hypercubes with constant dilation have been constructed in 5, 6, 17, 23] . The embedding given in 17] yields dilation 8 and constant node-congestion, which is the best known bound on the dilation. Furthermore, this embedding can be e ciently computed on the hypercube itself. In 14], Havel has conjectured that every binary tree has a one-to-one embedding into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most 2. This conjecture is still open. In terms of lower bounds, a simple parity argument shows that the complete binary tree of size 2 d ?1 cannot be a subgraph of the d-dimensional hypercube, see 7, 25, 29] . All these embeddings are constructed as static embeddings, which means that the whole information about the structure of the guest graph has to be known in advance. Since the guest graph represents the communication structure of a parallel algorithm, the guest graph may vary during the execution of the algorithm. Thus, it is important to investigate dynamic embeddings of graphs. Static embeddings are usually much easier to construct than dynamic embeddings. Moreover, it might be impossible to construct dynamic embeddings deterministically with high quality. For arbitrary binary trees, it has been proved that dynamic embeddings cannot be constructed with high quality if neither randomization nor migration, i.e., remapping of tree vertices, is allowed 21, 22] . For embedding complete binary trees dynamically into optimal hypercubes, optimal deterministic algorithms have been presented in 12, 19] . These embeddings achieve dilation 2, unit load, and unit congestion, while the running time is constant for each new level of leaves. A rst challenge of dynamically embedding arbitrary binary trees into hypercubes was the work in 3, 4] . It presents a randomized algorithm for embedding binary trees into hypercubes with dilation O(loglog(n)) and, with 1 high probability, constant load. This was improved in 21, 22] , where a randomized algorithm for embedding binary trees into hypercubes with dilation 8 and, with high probability, constant load was explored. The edge-congestion of the embedding is constant, whereas its node-congestion is (log(n)). In this paper, we will develop a deterministic algorithm using migration for embedding binary trees into hypercubes. It will be shown that a binary tree can be dynamically embedded into a hypercube with dilation of at most 9, unit load, nearly optimal expansion, and constant edge-and node-congestion. Moreover, the embedding can be computed on the hypercube itself. The amortized time for each new vertex is constant if in each step at most one new leaf is spawned. If in each step a group of at most L new leaves gets spawned, the amortized cost for each new group of leaves is bounded by O(log 2 (L)). Furthermore, this construction can be extended for embedding large binary trees. We prove that a binary tree of size M can be dynamically embedded into a hypercube of size N with dilation of at most 6 and nearly optimal load. This embedding can be computed on the hypercube itself in amortized time O(M=N log 2 (L N=M)) per spawning step, if the binary tree grows by at most L leaves per step.
Remarkably, the quality of our dynamic embedding improves all previously known results and is the rst algorithm which achieves nearly optimal values for all measures of the quality of an embedding. In particular, compared to 21, 22] , our extended construction yields a dynamic embedding with dilation of at most 6, constant nodecongestion, and a small nearly optimal load. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we recall some basic de nitions and notations which we will use later. In the third section, we review a lower bound on dynamic embeddings of binary trees into hypercubes. We recall the basic results on statically embedding binary trees into hypercubes in the fourth section and introduce our main tool for dynamic embeddings, namely the (h; o; )-tree. In the fth section, we present the deterministic algorithm for dynamic embedding and analyze its quality as well as its amortized time complexity. We then discuss an extension of this technique for embedding large binary trees with nearly optimal load in the sixth section. Finally, we give some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
An embedding of a graph G=(V G ; E G ), called guest graph, into a graph H=(V H ; E H ), called host graph, is a mapping ':G!H consisting of two mappings ' V :V G !V H and ' E :E G !P(H). Here, P(H) denotes the set of paths in the graph H. The mapping ' E maps each edge fv; wg2E G to a path p2P(H) connecting ' V (v) and ' V (w). We call an embedding one-to-one if the mapping ' V is 1-1.
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The dilation of an edge e2E G under an embedding ' is the length of the path ' E (e). Here, the length of a path p is the number of its edges. The dilation of an embedding ' is the maximal dilation of an edge in G. The number of vertices of a guest graph which are mapped onto a vertex v in the host graph, is called the load of the vertex v. The load of an embedding ' is the maximal load of a vertex in the host graph. The ratio jV H j=jV G j is called the expansion of the embedding '. The congestion of an edge e 0 2E H is the number of paths in f' E (e) j e2E G g that contain e 0 . The edge-congestion is the maximal congestion over all edges in H. The congestion of a vertex v2V H is the number of paths in f' E (e) j e2E G g containing v. Again, the node-congestion is the maximal congestion over all vertices in H. In the following, we initially restrict our attention to nding a suitable mapping ' V , and we will use shortest paths in the hypercube for the mapping ' E . Nevertheless, it is still important to decide which paths we choose, since we are interested in obtaining an embedding with small nodecongestion.
A hypercube of dimension d is a graph with 2 d vertices, labeled 1-1 with the strings in f0; 1g d . Two vertices are connected i their labels di er in exactly one position.
For convenience, we will often identify a hypercube vertex with its label. The smallest hypercube into which a given graph G=(V; E) can be embedded with unit load is called its optimal hypercube. Thus, the dimension of the optimal hypercube is dlog(jV j)e. The next larger hypercube of dimension dlog(jV j)e+1 is called its next to optimal hypercube. Hence, a one-to-one embedding of a graph G into its optimal or next to optimal hypercube has expansion less than two or four, respectively.
As usual, a tree is a connected acyclic graph with one distinguished vertex, called the root. A vertex of degree 1 is called a leaf if it is not the root. A vertex is called an internal vertex if it is not a leaf. Given a vertex v in a tree, another tree vertex w is called a successor of v if v lies on the simple path from the root to w. We call v also an ancestor of w. A vertex w is called a child of a vertex v if w is a successor of v and v and w are adjacent. The vertex v is also called a parent of w. The level of a tree vertex v is the number of vertices on the simple path from the root to v. For instance, the level of the root is 1. The height of a tree T is the maximum level of a vertex in T. A subtree rooted at a vertex v is the induced subgraph of all successors of v in the tree. In the sequel, we mean by a subtree always a subtree rooted at some vertex of the tree. Let v and w be two tree vertices, we call u the lowest common ancestor of v and w if u is the root of a smallest subtree containing v and w.
Lower Bounds
In this section, we brie y review that any deterministic algorithm for dynamically embedding binary trees cannot achieve constant load, dilation, and expansion without migration. This was rst proved in 21, 22] for embeddings with load greater than one:
Theorem 1 ( 21, 22] In fact, the proof was given for caterpillars with maximal degree 3. Using the same technique as in 21, 22] , the following theorem concerning one-to-one embeddings into hypercubes can be proved. M?6 2(6e+1) hypercube locations which are images of the backbone. From each vertex in the backbone whose image is contained in V i , we grow paths (the legs) until the image of the end of such a path is no longer contained in V i?1 V i V i+1 . The number of hypercube locations which are images of the vertices of the legs is at most 3d Ǹ e 3N 6e +3= M+6 2 . Hence, the size of the caterpillar is at most M. As explained above, the Hamming distance of the endpoints of these legs is at least ((log(N)) 
Review of the Static Embedding
In this section, we review the main results stated in 17] which are needed for our construction of a dynamic embedding. The details of the embedding are slightly di erent from 17] in order to obtain a presentation more suitable for our purposes. Proof: We rst consider the case where both v and w belong to the set S. The diagram in Figure 1 shows the unique decomposition of v and w. In this picture, represents the lowest common ancestor of the (h; o; )-tree nodes represented by 1 and 2 .
Therefore, 1 = 0 and 2 = 00 . Without loss of generality, we assume j 0 j j 00 j.
Since the lowest common ancestor of the (h; o; )-tree nodes represented by 1 is at distance of at most from both nodes, we get j 0 j j 00 j 2 . The de nition of the sets L implies that j 0 j; j 00 j 2, j 0 j=j 00 j=o, and that 0 and 00 contain exactly one 1 each. Hence, the labels of v and w di er in at most 2 +2+1+1+o=2 +o+4 positions.
We now consider the case that v2R and that w2S, i.e., v= 0 0 and w= 00 00 00 00 .
Note that in this case necessarily =". Since the distance between corresponding (h; o; )-tree nodes of v and w is , we have j 00 j 2 . Hence there are at most 2 +2+1=2 +3 1's in the rst 2h+ positions in w. By de nition of the set R, v has at most one 1 in the rst 2h+ positions. Thus, v and w di er in at most 2 +3+1+o=2 +o+4 positions.
Finally, if both vertices belong to the set R, then the de nition of R implies immediately that their labels di er in at most o+2 positions.
Outline of the Static Embedding
Our embedding of binary trees into hypercubes is achieved in two steps. First, we embed the binary tree into a (h; o; )-tree. Then, we use the mapping presented in the previous subsection to complete the embedding. To obtain a small dilation, adjacent vertices of the binary tree will be mapped to nodes which are close in the (h; o; )-tree. Our goal is to obtain an embedding of the binary tree into a (h; o; )-tree such that adjacent tree vertices are mapped to nodes in the (h; o; )-tree with distance of at most one from their lowest common ancestor of the (h; o; )-tree. It can be shown that this goal can be reached, except for tree vertices that get mapped to (h; o; )-tree nodes close to the leaves, where distance of at most two can be obtained. Our method leads to an embedding of the binary tree into the hypercube with dilation of at most 8+o. The number o can be chosen as 3. Using local modi cations of the mapping, we can then reduce the dilation to 9. The dilation given here is greater than in 17], where we achieve dilation 8, but it yields a simpler description for our dynamic embedding. Now, we are ready to describe the embedding of an arbitrary binary tree into a (h; o; )-tree. The embedding proceeds in h= (log(n)) stages. Each stage is associated with a level of the (h; o; )-tree. At the rst stage, we ll up the root of the (h; o; )-tree with tree vertices and mark all unmapped neighbors of the mapped tree vertices. Then, we decompose the binary tree into four parts by removing some tree edges using Lemma 8 stated below and associate the four parts with the four children of the root.
In the subsequent stages, we map the marked vertices to the corresponding node in the (h; o; )-tree. Also all vertices which are incident to edges removed during the previous decomposition into four parts are mapped to their corresponding nodes. Then, we ll up each node of the considered level with vertices from the binary tree in such a way that each mapped tree vertex has at most two unmapped neighbors. Again, we mark all unmapped neighbors of mapped tree vertices and decompose the forest into four`balanced' forests as above. This procedure will be iterated in parallel until the leaves of the (h; o; )-tree are reached. The proof of the bound on the dilation of the static embedding is based on the following lemma, which claims that the required decomposition of binary trees can be achieved by removing only à few' tree edges.
Lemma 8 ( 17] ) Let F=(V; E) be a forest of binary trees containing marked vertices and let V 0 V be the set of marked vertices. There exists a set E 0 E of size at most 6blog(jV j)c?2 and a partition of F 0 =(V; EnE 0 ) into four forests F k =(V k ; E k ), for k2 1:4] , such that S 4 k=1 V k =V , V i \V j =; for i6 =j, bjV j=4c jV k j djV j=4e, and EnE 0 = S 4 k=1 E k . Furthermore, for each k2 1:4] , the number of marked vertices and vertices incident to edges in E 0 in each F k is at most djV 0 j=4e+3blog(jV j)c.
Using this lemma, a sophisticated analysis shows that the load of each (h; o; )-tree node is bounded by its capacity. For more details on the bound of the dilation of the static embedding, we refer to 17]. However, based on Lemma 8, we will prove later that our dynamic embedding achieves dilation of at most 9.
Complexity of the Static Embedding
As shown in 17], the partition of a forest of binary trees as stated in Lemma 8 can be computed e ciently on the hypercube. Based on this e cient construction of the partition, e cient algorithms for embedding binary trees has been developed in 17].
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Theorem 9 ( 17] ) Let F=(V; E) be a forest of binary trees of size n. There exists a one-to-one embedding of F into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most 9 and constant node-congestion. This embedding can be computed on the optimal hypercube in time O(log 2 (n) logloglog(n) log (n)) provided that the forest is stored one vertex per processor.
Provided that the Euler contour path for the forest of binary trees is already constructed and stored in an appropriate way, the running time of this algorithm can be improved. As usual, the Euler contour path of a binary tree is a linear list de ned Theorem 10 ( 17]) Let F=(V; E) be a forest of binary trees of size n. There exists a one-to-one embedding of F into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most 9 and constant node-congestion. If F is stored one vertex per hypercube processor and the Euler contour path of F is stored linearly in the hypercube, this embedding can be computed in time O(log can spawn a new child or not. In the subsequent migration step, the embedding will be recomputed in some subtrees of the (h; o; )-tree, because after the spawning step the load of some (h; o; )-tree nodes can exceed its capacity. This recomputation will ensure that the embedding again achieves unit load while maintaining a dilation of at most 9. After a spawning step, the embedded tree is remapped such that the load of each (h; o; )-tree node is less than or equal its capacity. We will not recompute the embedding of the whole binary tree, because this would be too expensive. Instead, we only recompute the embedding into su ciently small subtrees of the (h; o; )-tree.
A fundamental observation is that we can nd a one-to-one mapping of hypercube locations corresponding to internal nodes to hypercube locations corresponding to leaves of the subtree. Moreover, the Hamming distance of such a pair of hypercube locations is at most 3. In the rst phase of the remapping, the newly created leaves at internal (h; o; )-tree nodes are mapped to the leaves given by the mapping above. Now all newly created leaves are mapped to leaves of the (h; o; )-tree implying that the load of each internal (h; o; )-tree node is less than or equal to its capacity. In the second phase, we rst determine the subtrees of the (h; o; )-tree for which the embedding has to be recomputed. Then we recompute the embedding for all these subtrees in parallel using our algorithm for static embeddings given in the previous section.
During a recomputation of the embedding into a subtree T of the (h; o; )-tree, there exist tree vertices which are mapped to T whose parents are not mapped to T or the parent of the root of T. It is necessary to ensure that such tree vertices are mapped close to their parents in the hypercube. To maintain this condition, it is su cient, as we shall see later, to map these tree vertices to the children or grandchildren of the root of T.
Mapping New Leaves to Leaves of the (h; o; )-Tree
We now will show how to assign each hypercube location whose corresponding node is an internal vertex a hypercube location whose corresponding node is a leaf of the (h; o; )-tree. Without loss of generality, we consider in the following a (h; 0; )-tree, since the extension to a (h; o; )-tree is straight forward. Let v be a hypercube location which corresponds to an internal vertex of the (h; 0; 1)-tree. We denote by (v) the assigned hypercube location corresponding to a leaf of the (h; 0; 1)-tree. The main idea is to assign to a hypercube vertex v a hypercube vertex (v) corresponding to a leaf of the (h; 0; )-tree such that v and (v) di er in at most three positions in the last four positions. We rst consider a (h; 0; 1)-tree. It has by de nition 4 h?1 leaves, and each leaf has a capacity of 4. Thus, the overall capacity of all leaves is 2 2h which is exactly one tree node represented by is given in rows a) through e). Note that row e) corresponds to the case where =1 and 210 . In rows f) through j), the mapping for hypercube locations in the additional set R belonging to the root of the (h; 0; 1)-tree is given.
Note that by de nition a hypercube label corresponds to a leaf of a (h; 0; 1)-tree i it has at least two 1's in its last three positions. We now consider a (h; 0; 0)-tree. As follows from the de nition, it has 4 h?1 leaves and each leaf has a capacity of 1, which altogether is 2 2h?2
. Since this is not one half of the capacity of the (h; 0; 0)-tree, we will also use some of the hypercube locations corresponding to the parents of the leaves as images of our mapping . Of course, such hypercube locations corresponding to parents of leaves will be removed from the domain of . An important property of the mapping is that the corresponding (h; o; )-tree node of the hypercube vertex u is always an ancestor of the corresponding (h; o; )-tree node of the hypercube vertex (u).
Embedding Sprouts During a Reconstruction
As mentioned earlier, during a recomputation of the embedding into a subtree of the (h; o; )-tree, there exist tree vertices mapped to the subtree whose parents are not. Consider a xed subtree T of the (h; o; )-tree. A tree vertex mapped to T is called a sprout in T, if its parent is not mapped to T or to the parent of the root of T.
Whenever it is clear which subtree is involved, we call such a tree vertex simply a sprout. All other tree vertices which are not sprouts are called wooden vertices in T.
The locations of sprouts in a subtree T of a (h; o; )-tree are illustrated in Figure 4 on page 13. Here the sprouts are drawn black.
Consider a subtree T rooted at a node at level`represented by . This implies that the height of T is h?`+1. We will count the sprouts mapped to T, which will be denoted by t(` Note that in every case there are at least two di erent possibilities to choose 00 from f1; 01; 11g.
Dilation of the Dynamic Embedding
Now we are ready to prove an upper bound on the dilation of the proposed embedding.
Because of Lemma 7, it is su cient to show that the load of each (h; o; )-tree node is bounded by its capacity. As we will see, this is true for each (h; o; )-tree node at level at most h?6. For nodes at a higher level, a sophisticated modi cation of our embedding will ensure that we obtain an embedding with dilation of at most 9.
In order to compute the number of tree vertices mapped to a single (h; o; )-tree node, let n(`) be the maximum number of tree vertices mapped to a single node of the (h; o; )-tree at level`. Because of our construction, we count in n(`) three di erent type of tree vertices: marked vertices (i.e., neighbors of already mapped tree vertices), vertices incident to a edge removed by Lemma 8, and sprouts. Furthermore, let f(`) be the size of the associated forest which is partitioned at a node of the (h; o; )-tree at level`. An obvious upper bound for f(`) is 2 2h+3+ ?c(1)=4`? 1 . Recall that c(`) denotes the capacity of a node in the (h; o; )-tree at level`. The number of marked vertices in a forest corresponding to a node at level`before the partitioning is at most 2c(`), since each mapped vertex has at most two unmapped neighbors. As described earlier, the sprouts in a subtree are distributed evenly among the four children of its root. Hence, by Lemma 8 we obtain for` 2: n(`) (0) b) = 1 h(`)=(h?`+1) is the height of a node at level`, c(`)=48h(`)?40+24 is the capacity of a node at level`, n(`)=38h(`)+28+19 is the maximal number of vertices mapped to a node at level`, s(`)=d 1 4 (`?1)e is the maximal number of vertices shifted downwards to a node at level`, (`)= maxf0; n(`)?c(`)+s(`)g is the maximal excess at a node at level`, t(`)=8h(`)+12+4 is the number of sprouts counted in n(`), (`)=30h(`)+16+15 is the number of wooden tree vertices counted in n(`).
(See also explanation in the text.) Since the capacity of a node at level`of a (h; 3; )-tree is 48(h?`+1)?40+24 , n(`) should be less than or equal this expression. This is the case for` h?6. Now, we take a closer look at the higher numbered levels, as given in Figure 6 . The con ict that more vertices get mapped to a (h; o; )-tree node than its capacity allows will be resolved by shifting the excess downwards in the (h; o; )-tree. In what follows, we denote by (`)= maxf0; n(`)?c(`)+s(`)g the excess at a (h; o; )-tree node at level`and by s(`)=d 1 4 (`?1)e the maximal number of vertices shifted to a (h; o; )-tree node at level`. Furthermore, we denote byt(`) the maximal number of sprouts contained in a subtree rooted at a (h; o; )-tree node at level`. The improved numbers in parentheses stem from the fact that because of our construction the number of tree vertices mapped to a subtree of a (h; o; )-tree cannot exceed its overall capacity. The excess (`) at a (h; o; )-tree node will be distributed evenly among its four children. To maintain a small dilation, in a rst step only sprouts will be shifted downwards. Since (`) t (`) for` h?3+ , this will resolve our con ict except for (h; o; )-tree nodes at level of at most h?3+ . This case will be considered later.
Sprouts which are itself marked or incident to a removed edge will not be shifted.
Note that in this case the sprout itself has been counted at least twice in n(`) and we already have one fewer vertex to shift. Hence, a shifted sprout has exactly one already mapped neighbor, namely its parent. As we have seen in the previous subsection, we can choose hypercube locations for the shifted sprouts such that the dilation of the incident edge is at most 9. Since it might be possible that we have to choose for all shifted sprouts the same bit string for 00 , this strategy is successful only if there exists enough hypercube locations to which shifted sprouts can be mapped. As we mentioned earlier, there are at least two possibilities to choose 00 and since we made no restrictions on 00 , our strategy is successful if s(`) 2 o+1 =16. As can be seen from Figure 6 , this is the case for all levels.
It remains to select vertices to shift downward from level` h?2+ to a node at level`+1. For this additional vertices we select tree vertices which have exactly one already mapped neighbor. More precisely, consider a forest associated with a (h; o; )-tree node at level`. A tree vertex v of this forest is called a single tree vertex if one of the following conditions is ful lled: v is a marked vertex which is not incident to a removed edge and has exactly one already mapped neighbor; or v is incident to exactly one removed edge and is not marked. Therefore, we choose only single tree vertices downwards. Note that a tree vertex which is not single but marked or incident to a removed tree edge is counted at least twice in n(`) and again one fewer vertex have to be shifted downwards. We call such a tree vertex counted in n(`) but not really existent a phantom vertex.
Let (`)=30(h?`+1)+16+15 denote the number of tree vertices counted in n(`) which are marked or incident to a removed edge. First, we observe that at least 1 2 (`) of these tree vertices in n(`) are either single or phantom tree vertices. Since (`) t (`)+ 1 2 (`), there are su ciently many single tree vertices for shifting downwards except in the case (`; )=(h?1; 0) whose solution is postponed at the end of this subsection. To estimate the dilation of the tree edges incident to shifted marked tree vertices, see Figure 7 . Here, v denotes the shifted marked vertex and u its already mapped neighbor. Row a) corresponds to the situation in which u is not shifted. Row b) corresponds to the case in which u is also shifted downwards. Finally, row c) re ects the case when u and v are incident to a removed edge and both vertices are shifted.
Note that , 0 0 0 0 , 00 00 00 00 , and 000 000 000 000 are the unique decompositions of the labels where = 1 2 3 , 00 = 00 is chosen arbitrarily and is chosen such that u and v agree in segment C. Note again that there are at least 2 2 o =16 di erent choices for each vertex v. Since the number of shifted tree vertices to a node at level`is at most s(`) 16, the proposed strategy will resolve the problem that more tree vertices are mapped to a (h; o; )-tree nodes as their capacities allow except for the case (`; )=(h?1; 0). Fortunately, in the case (`; )=(h?1; 0) the problem will disappear which can be seen as follows. Consider a subtree T of the (h; o; )-tree rooted at a node at level h?2.
Because of our construction, all neighbors of vertices initially mapped to a node at level h?1 or h are mapped to T except the sprouts in T. By Lemma 3, T is itself a (3; o; 0)-tree and, therefore by Lemma 6, it is contained in an 9-dimensional subcube. This implies that if we shift only wooden vertices from level h?1 to level h, all edges incident to vertices mapped to T have dilation at most 9.
In this subsection, we have shown that it is possible to construct a dynamic embedding of binary trees into hypercubes with small dilation. Until now, we have speci ed the mapping of the vertices only. As mentioned earlier, it is necessary to specify also the paths connecting the images of endpoints of all edges to obtain a small node-congestion. For the details, we refer the reader to 17], because the construction is the same as in the case of static embeddings. The choice of the paths is quite simple although its analysis is lengthy and tedious. Note that the expansion of this embedding is less than 2 and, therefore, optimal. In the following subsections, we will allow a slightly larger expansion of 2+" for any ">0 to obtain an e cient construction of this embedding.
Amortized Time Complexity for a Single New Leaf
In this subsection, we will bound the amortized cost for each newly spawned leaf. For the analysis of the amortized time complexity of our algorithm, we rst assume that in each spawning step exactly one new leaf is grown. We will later generalize our results assuming that in each step at most M new children get spawned. In what follows, we describe a dynamic embedding with expansion 2+", for any " 0.
Recall that any dynamic embedding with unit load must have expansion of nearly 2 in the worst case, because hypercubes are only available for powers of two. Therefore, the presented dynamic embedding is nearly optimal with respect to the expansion. Thus, we consider the growing period of the binary tree in which its size increases from 2 (load(T j )) i the imbalance of the subtree T. A rst important observation is that a recomputation of an embedding in a subtree T of a (h; o; )-tree reduces its imbalance to at most 3. Hence, the imbalance of a subtree T implies that after the last rebalancing in which the whole tree was involved at least imb(T )?3 tree vertices have been mapped to T. Furthermore, if the load of a subtree T is at most its overall capacity then the imbalance of T is bounded by the number of new leaves spawned in a single spawning step. We now give a more detailed description of the migration step. After the spawning step, we rst remap all new leaves to leaves in the (h; o; )-tree as described earlier.
Then, we recompute the embedding in all subtrees of a small constant height, say three. For each subtree of height 3 whose load exceeds its overall capacity, we call the procedure rebalance from its root. Invoked at a node v, the procedure rebalance determines the subtree of the (h; o; )-tree containing the node v, in which the embedding will be recomputed, cf. Figure 8 . More precisely, consider a (h; o; )-tree node v at which the procedure rebalance is invoked. If the load of the subtree rooted at node v is greater than its capacity or the imbalance of this subtree is less than (h 0 ) 5 then we call the procedure rebalance recursively with the parent of v as its argument. Here, is a constant depending on " to be de ned later. Otherwise we compute the embedding for the subtree as mentioned in the previous section. If the procedure rebalance is invoked from the parent of the root of the whole (h; o; )-tree, the hypercube grows by one dimension and the the whole embedding will be recomputed using the next larger (h; o; )-tree. After the migration step, we have to ensure that the load of each subtree is at most its overall capacity. Since we only use the embedding algorithm for a subtree of the (h; o; )-tree whose load is at most its overall capacity, we achieve an embedding of the binary tree into the hypercube with unit load. In what follows, we show that the load of the (h; o; )-tree is at least a fraction of 1=(1+"=2) of its overall capacity if the procedure rebalance is invoked at the parent of the root of the (h; o; )-tree.
Suppose that the procedure rebalance is invoked at the parent of the root. This implies that either the load of the (h; o; )-tree is greater than its overall capacity or the imbalance at the root is less than h of its overall capacity. Whenever the procedure rebalance is invoked at the parent of the root, we increase the dimension of the hypercube by one. Thus, the load of the larger (h; o; )-tree is still at least of its overall capacity, implying that the expansion of the embedding is at most 2+". We will now compute the amortized cost for embedding a new leaf. As mentioned earlier, the imbalance of a subtree T implies that at least maxfimb(T )?3; 0g tree vertices have been mapped to T since the last rebalancing in which the whole tree was involved. Suppose that the procedure rebalance is invoked at node v and that the level of v in the (h; o; )-tree is`. As stated in the previous section in Lemma 9, the recomputation of the embedding can be done in time O((h?`+1) 3 ). Since the imbalance of the subtree rooted at v is at least (h?`+1) 5 , we charge to each of these tree vertices an amount of O(1= (h?`+1) 2 ). Note further that each tree vertex can contribute at most once to the imbalance of a subtree rooted at a node v at some xed level, since after the rebalancing of the subtree rooted at v the imbalance of that tree is at most 3. Hence, we charge to each vertex an amount of at most
Thus, the amortized cost for embedding a newly spawned tree vertex is at most O(" ?1 ).
Theorem 12 For any ">0, an arbitrary binary tree can be dynamically embedded into a hypercube with unit load, dilation of at most 9, constant node-congestion, and expansion of at most 2+". The amortized time complexity for each spawning step of the embedding is O(" ?1 ) provided that in each spawning step at most one new leaf is spawned.
Choosing "=2 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 13 An arbitrary binary tree can be dynamically embedded into its next to optimal hypercube with unit load, dilation of at most 9, and constant node-congestion. The embedding can be computed on the hypercube in constant amortized time provided that in each spawning step at most one new leaf is spawned. 21 
Amortized Time Complexity for a Group of New Leaves
We now consider the case that in each spawning step at most L new leaves are grown. It is possible that all these leaves are spawned from tree vertices which are mapped to a subtree of the (h; o; )-tree of height (log 4 (L)). Because of our construction they cannot be mapped into a subtree of height o(log 4 (L)). After each spawning step, we recompute the embedding in each subtree of the (h; o; )-tree of height 2 log 4 (L)= log(L) and invoke the procedure rebalance at its root if the load of the subtree exceeds its overall capacity. Here, is some constant to be chosen later. We also modify our rebalancing procedure as follows. The procedure rebalance will now be invoked from a node v at level`if the imbalance of the subtree rooted at v is at least L(h?`+1) 5 . Since we recompute the embedding in a subtree after each spawning step, we have to ensure that it can be computed quickly. In order to obtain a more e cient algorithm, In particular, we obtain the following corollary for =3:
Corollary 16 For any ">0, an arbitrary binary tree can be dynamically embedded into a hypercube with unit load, dilation of at most 9, constant node-congestion, and expansion of at most 2+". The embedding can be computed on the hypercube in 
Remarks on the Implementation
Recall that we have assumed that there exist spawning steps and migration steps which alternate. This assumption is not correct. Consider two small subtrees of the (h; o; )-tree which decided to reembed their embeddings. The distance of these two subtrees in the hypercube might be larger than the computation needed for the reembedding of both subtrees. Thus, it is in general not possible to broadcast to the whole (h; o; )-tree that there is a migration step. So in general, some parts of the binary tree will spawn new leaves while some other parts of the binary tree are involved in a reembedding phase. Fortunately, this will not e ect our algorithm. Since disjoint subtrees of a (h; o; )-tree are stored in disjoint subcubes of the hypercube, a reembedding in one subcube cannot interact with a spawning or reembedding step in another subcube. Moreover, the algorithm for dynamic embedding will even run faster than our complexity analysis shows.
Another problem which may arise is that in one subtree of a (h; o; )-tree the rebalancing procedure will climb the (h; o; )-tree upwards while another subtree whose root is successor of a vertex in the rebalancing path is already involved in a reembedding phase. Thus, the reembedding phase of two subtrees might overlap. But, of course, this problem can be easily solved. First a message is broadcasted to the whole subtree of the (h; o; )-tree when a reembedding is necessary. A root of a subtree which receives this message and which had itself initiated a reembedding of its subtree broadcasts to their successors that the reembedding is interrupted. Clearly, the time for broadcasting is negligible against the time for the reembedding.
Dynamic Embedding of Large Binary Trees
In this section, we extend our algorithm to obtain a dynamic embedding for large binary trees with nearly optimal load. Although its possible to embed a binary tree with optimal load, the slack in the load allows us once more to compute the embedding e ciently.
Modi cations for Embeddings with High Load
In the following, we construct an embedding of a large binary tree of size M into a smaller hypercube of size N. Again the embedding is based on our main tool, the (h; o; )-tree. Here, we will use a (h; 0; )-tree to obtain an embedding with nearly optimal load. The achieved load of our embedding will be denoted by . We choose slightly larger than the optimal load dM=Ne to obtain an e cient construction of the dynamic embedding. To construct an embedding with load , we allow in the rst embedding step that a (h; 0; )-tree node at level`gets at most c(`) tree vertices. We call c(`) the extended capacity of a node at level`. It is easy to see how the second step of our embedding has to be modi ed to obtain an embedding with load . In the sequel, we will prove that, for any ">0, it is possible to dynamically embed a binary tree of size M into a hypercube of size N with load b(1+")dM=Nec and dilation of at most 6.
Note that the load is a factor of (1+") within the optimal load. This implies that we consider a (h; 0; )-tree with =dlog(M= )emod2 and h=d 1 2 (log(M= )? )e.
In what follows, we consider the size N of the hypercube as xed and we adjust the load of the embedding only if necessary. It is also possible to consider the load 
is the height of a node at level`, c(`)= c(`)= (6h(`)?5+3 ) is the extended capacity of a node at level`, n(`)=(4 +6)h(`)+3 +3+ (2 +3) is the maximal number of vertices mapped to a node at level`, s(`)=d 1 4 (`?1)e is the maximal number of vertices shifted downwards to a node at level`, (`)= maxf0; n(`)? c(`)+s(`)g is the maximal excess at a node at level`,
is the number of sprouts counted in n(`), (`)=(3 +6)h(`)+ Theorem 18 For any maxf16; dM=Neg, an arbitrary binary tree of size M can be embedded into a hypercube of size N with load and dilation of at most 6.
Amortized Time Complexity
In this subsection, we analyze the amortized time required for our dynamic embedding. First, we determine the running time for our static embedding algorithm under the assumption that the considered tree is larger than the used hypercube. In the following, let L be the number of new leaves in each spawning step and the actual load of the embedding. We will recompute after each spawning step the embedding in subtrees of the (h; 0; )-tree of height log(L= ) for some constant .
If L is a small with respect to , the embedding is computed for subtrees of small constant height only. For recomputations of subtrees rooted at a node at levelẁ here (h?`+1)> log(L= ), we recurse using the procedure rebalance as explained in the previous section. In the procedure rebalance, the bound on the imbalance is again chosen as L(h?`+1) 5 . As mentioned above, the computation time for a reembedding into a subtree of height h?`+1> log(L) is bounded by O ( (h?`+1) for each spawning step.
Note that these theorems also hold in the case L , in which the amortized running time simpli es to O( ="). 29 
Conclusion
We have presented a deterministic algorithm for dynamically embedding arbitrary binary trees into hypercubes with unit load, dilation at most 9, constant edge-and node-congestion, and nearly optimal expansion. The algorithm can be implemented We also have demonstrated how our construction can be used to obtain dynamic embeddings of large binary trees with high load. The dilation of the embedding decreases to 6 while the load is nearly optimal. Again, this embedding can be constructed on the used hypercube e ciently. For a dynamic embedding with load , the amortized time spent for each spawning step is O( log(L= )) if in each step at most L new leaves are spawned. Altogether, our algorithm presents an alternative way for embedding dynamically binary trees into hypercubes. Moreover, our construction has the advantage that simultaneous growing of new leaves is permitted. Furthermore, this is the rst dynamic embedding of binary trees into hypercubes achieving constant load, dilation and node-congestion simultaneously.
It is easy to see that our dynamic embedding can be modi ed for arbitrary k-ary trees. It can be shown that the modi ed embedding achieves dilation of at most O(log(k)) which is optimal up to a constant factor. Using an appropriate model of growing graphs, it turns out that our algorithm can also be extended to grow partial k-trees also known as graphs with bounded treewidth into hypercubes. In both cases, this extensions can be implemented e ciently on th hypercube.
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